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Acting President Dobkin fills two positions
by Jeanne Sapunor

HSU has not lost its vicecee for academic affairs--it
as gained an acting president.
Milton Dobkin is holding both

positions, and to him, ‘‘it’s a matter of constantly shifting gears
from one job to the other.”

Dobkin, acting president since

Sept. 26, contrasted the two jobs
in an interview last week.
He said the presidency is basically an ‘‘external” job requiring
contact with outside agencies
such as the California State
University and College Board of
Trustees and the chancellor’s
office.
On the other hand, as chief
instructional officer the vice president has basically an ‘‘internal”’
job.
Dobkin said he must be involved
in decisions concerning money
allocations and course selections
for each year.
‘The two jobs are really not
capable of being performed well
by the same individual at the
same time,” Dobkin said.

Until a committee designates

an acting vice-president, Dobkin

sees a need ‘‘to keep on top of the

Milton Dobkin, vice president for academic affairs
and acting president, confers by telephone in connection with what he calls his ‘‘external’’ duties as
acting president. By comparison, he describes his
responsibilities as vice president as basically ‘‘internal.’’

workload of both jobs.”
Because he fills two jobs so different from one another, Dobkin
makes decisions on a day to day
basis.
“It’s a matter of getting both
things done and getting them done
as effectively as possible. On the
basis of prior experience, it’s very
difficult to find enough time to do
everything that needs doing.”
Will attend meetings

With the time he has, Dobkin
plans to attend a meeting of the
trustee’s committee on finance
next week, support budget problems for the HSU
1974-75
academic year.
At the request of retired HSU
president Cornelius H. Siemens,

Dobkin also plans to go to the

He said that ‘results of student
polls taken last spring indicate no

conference in Washington, D.C.
next week.

change to a semester system”’

American Council on Education

Preparations for these meet-

ings have been important, Dobkin

said, so that he may be familiar
with the businesses that go
beyond the academic affairs he is
accustomed to.
Dobkin sees university funding
as the most important issue.
He has encouraged students to
carry 15 units since the basis for

HSU funding is determined by the

FTE (full time equivalent),
number of students divided by 15.
Dobkin is also concerned with
other campus issues.
Freeway position unchanged

He does not envision an
immediate change in university
position about the proposed
Arcata freeway expansion.
“I am not aware yet that the
university has any options open

for any kind of new departure

from the policy Siemens followed,”’ Dobkin said.
Retired president Cornelius H.
Siemens wrote a letter last May

to the California Division of High-

ways. He approved the expansion,
saying that it accommodated the
university’s general plan ‘‘for
safe and easy access” to the cams and assured the division of
i ghways “continued cooperation
from the university.”
Discussing the university’s policy dealing with the arming of
HSU police officers, Dobkin said,
“the only thing we can do now is
authorize it (fall and winter quarters) as a test period.’’
He said he has not heard any
opposition to the policy. ‘‘If it’s not
‘a useful or wise policy, it will be
changed,’’ Dobkin said.
Last year’s quarter vs. semester system controversy was
viewed by Dobkin as a ‘‘moot
issue.”
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HSU grad starts Mazda dispute
by Don Floyd

A bureau of the Department of
the Interior recommended that
Mid City Mazda be required to
remove its building and fill from
a 6.8 acre site between Eureka
and Arcata.

The recommendation, made
near the beginning of September,
came in a letter to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers from the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife (BSFW).
asked BSFW

dents who voted at the poll were
overwhelmingly opposed to a
semester system.
Dobkin has worked in both
sys-

tems. He has found ‘‘for ey

ciplines, there is a maturation
process in which a semester class
is better.
“There are some sequential
courses where maturation and the
learning process are not significant. It would be just as easy to
work under a quarter system.”’
Students want to change

He said HSU students expressed a need for a frequent shift to
different instructors and this

change was more feasible under
the quarter system.
Discussing

board,

the HSU Advisory

Dobkin

pathized

said

he

sym-

with the motion the

academic senate

concern-

ing the board’s all-male composi-

tion. The senate had requested a
broader representation on the

board.

The advisory board has not
resumed regular meetings and
Dobkin has not met with
them.
Dobkin considered the matter
another ‘‘moot issue”’ and said,

“it’s a difficult thing to speculate
about. Selection of advisory board
members requires an intensive

process of reviewing people who

are both interested and available.
‘Presently, it’s very difficult
for me to consider any significant
changes when essentially, in an
acting president’s capacity, the

length of the assignment is relatively brief.”’

» ie

Mid City Mazda, owned by the Harve
Harper

unless the opinion shifts to a preponderance on the part of both
(faculty and students) one way or
the other.”’ He said faculty was
divided on the issue and the stu-

The Corps

and other resource

agencies for recommendations on

a permit applied for by the Harvey M. Harper Co. of Eureka,
owner of Mid City Mazda.

Harvey G. Harper, president of
Harper Co., applied around July
(Continued on back page)

New

feature |

“The responsible government
official and the responsible
reporter
. . . are not really in
conflict 90 per cent of the time.
When they do their best work,
they are allies with one another
and with ‘the remnant’ the nation
that wants to face, rather than
evade, reality. Clever officials
cannot ‘manipulate’ reporters,
and clever reporters cannot
really

‘beat’

the

government.

From both sides, they have more

to gain by cooperating with one
another, and with the rising
minority of thoughtful people,
than by regarding one another as
| —James Re
‘the enemy.’
“The Artillery of the Press”

With this thought, The Lumberjack inaugurates a new
feature: a column written by
members

of

the

ment. See page 5.
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Anti-dam campaign opens

Y.E.S. mistaken

for pro-dam group

Critics repudiated arguments
the dam is needed as an inincentive
and
to
mittee kicked off its campaign to to dustrial.
replenish
dwindling
water
defeat Butler Valley Dam (BVD)
this week with the opening of a supplies. ‘The economic impact

program, is being mistaken

headquarters at 417 Second St.,

Ginger Gretchen,

by Arnie Braafladt

The Concerned Citizens Com-

Eureka.
In interviews last weekend
committee members said water
from the dam isn’t needed,

possibly conceive of coming

Dr.

Norman

M.

will

Christensen,

committee chairman and past
president of the county medical
society, said ‘‘the facts available

“What

industry

can

in

has gone so far.
Arguments wishful thinking

water used by industry, probably
now, about 10-11 million gallons a
industry

industrial

water from city sources.
Committee members cited
water turbidity, adverse weather

He said ‘proponents base their
hopes of paying for the dam on
water

use.

It

is

Nothing

from

suggested we assume very large

and

evidence

few taxpayers would take in their

campsites.
“Recreational
values
are
fantastically
inflated,’’
Christensen concluded. ‘‘There’s
only one beach.”
Decreasing fishing numbers
“It'll decrease the number of

Eve

inadequate

facilities

recreational

as

E.

people fishing in the Mad River
and increase
Davis said.

lake

recreation,”

She said she believes road
maintenance near the lake will
be a burden on the county. “We

economic impact report,” she
said, ‘‘after the dam is completed

Committee
members
said
young persons have little to gain

there will be 80 new jobs. By the

from the project. ‘Usually these

year 2080, only 460.”

are union jobs. Young people
usually don’t get these (construction) jobs,”’ Davis said.
“According to the economic
impact report 455 people will be
hired to work on the dam,”
Christensen said.

She noted no. new industry is
coming into the area, as was the

case prior to construction of Ruth
Dam.

Rudolph J. Urbani, committee

do

irreparable
River

He displayed a copy of an article he said indicated corps cost

fish

habitat.
‘Water temperatures after the
dam is built and water releases

will not maintain fish life in the
river,” he said.
“Gravel

and

spawning

beds

below and above the dam will be
lost

for

spawning,’

leaving

nothing but “hard rock.”
Hatchery won’t be built

Another objection he has is that |

the Army Corps of Engineers will
not build the mitigation hatchery
before dam construction.

“They

ought to build a hat-

chery before the dam

is built—

they won't do it.”

overruns

‘‘are approximately

equal those of the armed
vices.”’
Another

dam_

ser-

opponent,

Roberta Allen, not a committee
member, says alternatives to the
project are being ignored. ‘As
long

as

The

Concerned

Citizens

we’re

hell-bent

on

building the dam we're not going
to look into alternatives.”

(CCC),

which

Second St., Eureka. As other members of CCC watch,
Dr. Phillip Nesset pours a bucket of muddy water into
a plastic wading

pool, symbolizing

the groups

con-

lake will be muddy.

Grad project slowed by theft

with the project, but it won’t be

IN EUREKA
TOO

Same Store, Same People

as in-depth as it needs to be for
a worthwhile study without the
use of the net,” he said quietly.
‘“‘We’re not out to get the people
who took it, we’d just like it back.”’
Loughlin said the thieves may
avoid trouble by sending a letter
to the oceanography department
explaining where the net may be
picked up “‘or they can just leave
it where they found it one night.”’
Arcata and campus police are
investigating the theft.

ART

307 5th Eureka
&
1620 G St. Arcata

Dog Owners:
If you haven't, please
phone your dog a
f
to the Society

for the Prevention of

y

a\¥

Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) a
the SPCA can contact you if your§
dog is lost.

Phone

422-1168 or write
SP.CLA..

es

PO

Box

$22-6318 or
in care of
14.

Fureka

importan?! }
sited

SHOP

it its 8ist year in art

and picture framing business.
Big Discounts on Oils, Acrylics
and Water Colors

Correction
The Lumberjack last week
erroneously named Wesley P.
Chesbro as head of the Concerned
Citizens Committee. Norman
Christensen, M.D., is chairing the
committee. The Lumberjack
* apologizes for the misstatement.

PPoSSsssseeseTTSTIIOTSNSO SOS

number

An oceanographic graduate
project was ruined Sunday when
a net used for research projects
was stolen as it hung outside to
dry.
The 150-foot net, valued at more
than $500, was being used by three
graduate students to study seals
in Humboldt Bay, according to
Thomas R. Loughlin, one of the
graduate students.
Loughlin believes more than
one thief may have been involved
in the theft. ‘‘That net has five
inch webbing and is 30 feet deep.
It took four of us to hang it out
todry Saturday and when we went
back to check it Sunday, it was
gone,”’ he said.
Loughlin said his professor, Dr.
Warren J. Houck, will be unable
to obtain the money to purchase
a new net.
We might be able to continue

Kecordworke
NOW

Committee

opposes the construction of Butler Valley Dam, this
week
opened
its cam,aign
headquarters at 417

tention the man-made

have all the trouble of maintaining the roads in this county.”

will

DOLLAR
will buy

ad-

ticipated.
‘According to the Arthur Little

to the Mad

$

the swimming beach in the plan
is a long distance from -the

Job promise cruel
“The promise of jobs with the
thought of returning young
people to the area is a cruel
hoax,’’ she said, adding that only
a one per cent increasein employment for six months yearly
over a four year period is an-

project

$ONE

They said muddy water in the
lake will make fishing poor and

county.

. damage

requests for tutors” at their Eureka office.

vantages have been overstated.

Davis is critical of arguments
that the dam will bring jobs to the

member and a director of the
Humboldt Fishermen’s Marketing Association, is convinced the

Gretchen said dam proponents
“will probably be receiving

for

indebtedness in the hope that
someone will buy the water to
pay off the debt.
“No credible user of water has
been suggested. If no one buys
the water the taxpayer will be
stuck for the bill. This is a risk
personal lives.”’
Committee member

group would spell out the
name
full
organization’s
whenever possible.

prevents

contracting

of persons

is composed

member Ray Mast promised the

day.

THREE:

Y.E.S. direct-

students criticizing Y.E.S. involvement in the dam issue.
When contacted about the
committee
YES
problem,

resulting in a savings of 25 per
cent of the amount of water used

benefit-cost
ratios,
inflated
recreational values and failure to
examine the facts.”

(YES), according to

ministrators, angry parents and

the water they’re contracting for.
TWO: The federal government
will soon require recycling of

“Arguments for BVD are based
on wishful thinking, erroneous

for

supporting construction of Butler
Valley Dam.
:
Gretchen said she received’
phone calls from school ad-

here unless it’s related to wood?”’
Additional water unnecessary
He listed three reasons additional water sources are un-

necessary :
ONE: The mills aren’t using all

“It is ironic, when data is
available, that a project like BVD

mittee

you

show BVD is a project whose
drawbacks far outweigh the
benefits.

Survival

or.
Your Economic Survival Com-

big water user is found we’re
going to be paying for it. That’s a

really fantastic gamble.

that

Economic

Your

Committee

water,” Davis said.
Christensen agreed. ‘‘Unless a

economic boondoggle
force tax increases.

Services,
ore

the

report makes it clear
the two pulp
mills don’t need any more

recreational
values
are
exaggerated and the project is an

Youth Educational
HSU
an
(Y.E.S.)

Co

Also special prices on framing.
530 F St., Eureka

442-6150

10% Discount with ASB Card
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Says no to student trustee

Governor vetoes student-supported bill
by Arnie Braafiadt
SACRAMENTO - Students
attending state universities and

colleges received a setback last
Tuesday

when

Gov.

Ronald

Reagan vetoed a bill allowing student representation on the system’s board of trustees.
The measure, Senate Bill 1168,

was authored
by State Sen. Milton
Marks,

R-San Francisco, and

—
by the California State
niversity and Colleges Student
Presidents’

Association

(CSUCSPA).
“Faculty and students are now
ovided full opportunity to be
beard and to participate in discussion during trustee meetings,”
the governor’s veto
e said.
“This
bill would Sie epteon to
a single representative to no
advantage to students in
neral,” Reagan continued.
‘In addition, this change
toward having representative
membership would change the
nature of the board, hindering the

trustees ability to function as an

objective gov:
board overseeing the _—«
tion of the
California State Universities and
“Accordingly,
Acetaeaty: iI am return
turning

the bill unsigned.”

Criticizes Reagan

Becky Aus, HSU student president, is critical of the governor.
“The trustees
now can’t have a

e view of the sys-

in the most advantageous
position
to evaluate the effect of policy.
making
at the system- wide
level,”
said.
“By votelag tis bill, the governor has eliminated the
ility
of having this very essential
input,”’ he said.
Tries twice

Joe Hay, CSUCSPA lobbyist,
said this was the
year the

isicguaie

tem of hi igher education.

Alot of effort was placed getting
that bill
the legislature.
I can’t see why they're so afraid
of having a student representative. think he (Reagan) is overly
paranoid when it comes to students,” she said.
Chairman agrees

Alphonzo Bingham, CSUCSPA

chairman and student president

at CSU, Los Angeles, agreed.
“The governor has once
displayed an unwillingness to
allow optimum student input into
the board of trustees. Students, as
the consumers of education, are

SLC holds first meeting
At its first meeting last Thursday, the Student Legislative Council (SLC) provided temporary funds for the
Children’s Center until a final budget is approved.
According to Rich Shiffers, ASB general manager,
the action unfroze $834 earned by the center. The money

was “cash on hand’’ but could not be used until the
council approved the expense, Shiffers said.
A means of facilitating communication from SLC to
the student body was proposed tothe council when Brian

Alexander, Lumberjack editor, offered column space
to the council. Alexander said he hopes to give the paper

‘‘broader coverage’’, saying that input from individual

passage
on.
“The fact that the legislation
passed both houses of the legislature is a significant victory
in
itself,” Hay said. ‘We are
pidlocop < setae cae =
losophy
partic
tion in the governance of hi
education

ch

may

very

well

“I’m really hoping for a governor that’s not quite as conservative or down on students as
Reagan is,” Aus stated.
Work hard

The chancellor’s office and

CSUC trustees ‘“‘worked
very hard

against the bill,”’ according to
Hay.‘‘Manyof the
arguments
they
used were included Sie governor’s message.”

In a telephone interview Dr.

James E. Jensen, CSUC director
of
governmental
affairs,
explained the trustees’ position.
“The trustees have traditionally had a position that the students do have a chance to be

Chairman will vote
The Student Legislative Council
chairman is changing his ways.

Gregory J. Golgart said he has a
new policy this year, activism in
his post.

Use of the column will be worked out as problems
arise, Greg Golgart, SLC chairman said.

Last year Golgart rarely used

his voting power. ‘‘I wanted to

Organization approved

stay as impartial as possible,”’

In other matters, SLC approved the formation of The
Friends of Nereus organization on campus. The nonprofit organization is an experimental secondary
school, operating at the Unitarian House on Bayside
cut-off. The school is an alternative to high school.

SLC changed a standing rule which had said the council was to wait one week before acting on a motion.
The new rule allows the council to act the same day.

The old ruling was made to prevent railroading of

unclear motions, according to Golgart. Proponents

explained the new rule is necessary for expediency and
emergency. Under the new rule a simple majority will
postpone a motion.
Committee appointments were made by Golgart and
Becky Aus, ASB president. Golgart announced appointments to five committees, and Aus received approval
for nine committees.

SLC meets each Thursday at 7 p.m. in room 106, Nelson Hall.

Open channels

governor’s

veto

governor ‘
a ly wouldn’t get
support.

member
w:
le
mentioned
the mandatory student
The will passed toe Rescnit \
body fees issue as one of the most earlier this
eng ene vote ant
divisive issues.
the Senate by 21-9. The last time
“‘What about
on for -both houses mustered the twothe other constituencies? What thirds vote necessary
to override
about
the
faculty,
the bag ipeton was in 1946.
nonacademics? Should
y have °
;
to a question
their vote?
nen
le reintroduction of
Should see whole
the measure said, “I don’t know
“I think we have traditionally
pushed for a broad
jing that

each one of the 16 trustees should
“look at the system as a whole.”

“T would

nor would

that as the gover-

e his appointments

he would look at the entire makeup of the state.” He said there are
two women, two Blacks and two
Chicanos on the board.
‘Did you ever examine John F.
Kennedy’s
judicial
appointments?” Jensen asked.
Offers challenge

“I would challenge you to find
one Republican among his
appointments.” ‘I really think on
a partisan basis to attack Reagan
is to really bury your head in the
sand.”’

Jensen stated, however, that
‘all except one of our board of
trustees has been a Republican
but I don’t think this is the only
case.”’
When asked why California has
not granted students representa-

remembered voting twice when
he had the opportunity. ‘‘I was

have allowed voting student representatives and said, ‘‘I would

“I guess I’ve changed my value
system,’’ explained Golgart. ‘‘I
found I was selling myself short,
when I had strong opinion. ‘“‘Now
I will be exerting my parliamentary right.”

‘higher

leased’

tion on governing boards, Jensen

afraid of alienating the council-

thought the
rt
being
heardin
education. Politically,

because

some of them wanted to know that

Golgart said, adding that he only

-now I don’t care,” he said.

1168)

‘students weren't

‘They get a lot of different ‘they would be on the side of the
points of access on campus and’ student.”
elsewhere. If a student were on
Jim R. Hecht, administrative
the board of trustees it would be assistant to Sen. Marks, told The
very easy for (the board) to say samt le krone ‘‘wasn’t
you (student presidents) have
your voice on the board-let him
said an
to override
the

tion,” Jensen said,

groups would provide increased perspectives for the

paper.

heard. At trustee meetings the
students have a special table.
They have their input.

acknowledged that many states

hope Reagan

might appoint a

+In inenaaence
ec
1972 eo

ang
Reagan
n
s
suaded the Senate Tole Conan:
tee to delay confirmation of three
Republican appointees. The students argued ethnic,
aphic,
sexual and political tenes were
being disregarded.
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recent graduate who would have
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Editor’s viewpoint

Reagan's veto
There are 16 members
on the Boardof Trusteesof
the California State University and Colleges. Sixteen
of them are non-students.
To partially remedy this situation, the CSUC Student Presidents’ Association sponsored, Sen.
Milton Marks (R-San Francisco) authored and both

houses of the state legislafure passed a bill (SB 1168)
to put a studenton the board as a full member.
Governor Ronald Reagan vetoed it, along with
boxes of other legislation which had piled up on his
desk. He devoted three sentences to his veto message.
1) “Faculty and students are now provided full
opportunity to be heard and to participate in discussion during trustee meetings.” |
It is true that student presidents are provided an
exclusive (and secluded) table of their own at trustee
meetings. However, according to Arnie Braafiadt, a
former ASB president at HSU, the chairperson is
under no obligation to recognize the occupants of that
table.
:
It would be more difficult and more politically
dangerous to ignore a student sitting at the trustees’
table as a bonafide member.
2) ‘This bill would limit opinion to a single
no

advantage

to

students

in

be very easy for (the board)

to say ‘You

have your

voice on the board—let him speak.’ “’
That sounds like a typical ploy but even so—one
voice is better than none.

3) “In addition, this change toward
having
representative membership would change the nature
of the board, hindering the trustees’ ability to function
as an objective governing board overseeing the
general direction of the California State University
and Colleges.’’
Indeed,

representative

membership

would

tainly change the nature of the board—in
participatory democracy.

cer-

favor of

As for hindering objective

functioning . . . 1) is the board presently objective, or
simply indifferent and 2) if this is objectivity, let’s try
subjectivity.
Jensen tried the ‘Once we open the decor to you, the
whole crowd will burst in’ argument. ‘‘What about
representation for the other constituencies?’’ he
asked. ‘‘What about the faculty, the nonacademics?
Should they have their vote?’
Right on.
Joe Hay, lobbyist for the Student Presidents’
Association, said after the defeat, ‘‘We are looking
forward to 1975, when the philosophy of student
participation in the governance of higher education
may

.

very well change.’

Student voters, watch

Reagan —he’s bad for your

mind.

PANT

Letters

pS
a

Thanks to finder

Editor's note:
The

Lumberjack

welcomes

letters under 250 words, free from

libel and within reasonable limits
of taste. Please include name and

major if a student. Names will be
withheld upon request.
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I have been told that when a
motorist in British Columbia loses

a license plate off his car, the finder of the plate places it on the
nearest roadsign, in the hopes
that the person who lost it will see
it the next time hedrives the same
route.

Apparently, this custom exists
in Humboldt County also. Last

week my wife was moving some

plants she had stored in the HSU

the Arcata freeway will do to this

greenhouse to our new
ment. Somehow, in the

Arcata
porary
project.
already

tracked her steps, but couldn’t

town and this college are happy
that the Coalition for a Sensible

Freeway has won a temrestraining order on the
Meantime, the college is
suffering from the bad

effects of this mammoth highway
project.

Fourteen blocks of land adjacent to the college have been

cleared of student housing. Hundredsof students
used to live in
this area and walk to campus.
Now that their housing has been

“dispersed,”’ they must drive to
school, wasting their money on
soline
and parking fees, and filthe campus
its surrounding areas with dangerous traffic.
Seme of us old-timers can
remember the time when a col-

The

lege campus was a place of serenity, where students and teachers
walked

to class over shaded

lawns. Now, thanks
to thirty years
of
progress by our highway
and campus planners, ; .
eng
we can dodge the cars rushing
ttrough the middle of HSU,
breathe
arbons, and listen
to the traffic’s roar.
The people who have
these blessings are off
some of us are not suitably

us
that
grate-

ful, and they accuse us of dreadful
things such as ‘‘trying to abolish

the automobile.”

But nothing couid be further
from the truth. We know we can’t
abolish the automobile. We are
only Stee
the automobile

from

TT

abolishing the human being.
Jacqueline Kasun
Economics Department

Joint Student-Faculty Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics
Lecture Concert Committee
Publicity Commission

Student Affairs Committee
Traffic and Parking Committee

All of these committees involve
subjects that will directly affect
students.

They

require

your

input! Aagin, please come
see

me

if

you're

and

interested.

Nelson Hall 115.

-

Becky Aus
ASB President

apartSS,

she lost her key ring. She back

find it.
Later that afternoon, after hav-

Police rebuked

ing written off the keys as lost,

I was walking back toward campus to help paste up the next day’s
edition of The Lumberjack. I h~. .
just crossed the intersection of
14th and D Streets, and for the
first time in my life, looked
directly at the back of the si
showing the direction of the
Trinity Hospital. And there were
—

I et

thank anyone

who saw the keys and let them be.

And, more importantly, I would

like to thank the person who origiCoo
. Hf you are agreeable, I wouldn’t
mind at all splitting a pitcher with you.
Geb Bay
Sourraliom Senter

Committees

and community involvement,
please come in and see me.

Academic Affairs
Academic Master Plan
Admissions, Probation, Reinstatement and Disqualification
Campus
College Affairs
Commencement (Seniors only)

Being of sound mind

and a

objection to the Campus

Police

believer in the separation of
suurch and State, I found no
asking the Muslim newspaper
vendors to leave the campus of
Humboldt State University during the first week of school. I did
not witness any Muslim yelling,
shouting or creating a
bance on this campus
while they
offered
and information to
the public in
al. Also they
had no type of P.A. system.
The second week ef schoal was
a different matter on Monday at
high noon. I tried to find a quiet
place
to study (such
as the Stu-

dent Union) which
was impossible
due to the persistent howling of
some Chrisiaa clown trying to
insult everyone’s intelligence.
Where were the Campus
Police
this time? I suppose
have no
rules regulating
noise pe
on
this campus. I’ve paid
my student
body fees now and I want the
police to do their duty.
Last quarter we had to contend
with posters plastered all over our

campus with that ‘‘Jews for

Jesus” crap. What was the cost

of cl
should

up that mess and why
the taxpayer suffer

because the campus

police won't

Community Affairs

ee.

Educational Policies
Finance Committee
Housing Committee

or Humboldt State University?
Christopher Welsh
Senior, business

Is this ‘Clown Alley’’

a ee ee

to

a

representative

general.’
There is no provision in the bill for excluding other
student testimony once a student trustee has been
installed. Amplifying on the hidden meaning, James
Jensen, lobbyist for the trustees, explained:
‘If a student were on the board of trustees it would
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Perspectives

Editor's note:

Student
Government

An opinion page open to all

Sexuality program
studied for campus
by Karen Rockwell
proposal for a program

A

dealing

with

various

facets

of

sexuality is under evaluation by
Dr. Norman C. Headley, director
of the Health Center.
The proposed program would
provide information to students

about
control

conception
and

and

assistance

birth
in

ob

taining counseling for problems
related to pregnancy.
The program would also include rap sessions for students to
discuss

about

feelings

their

and

sexuality

thoughts

and

in-

terpersonal relations, counseling,
advising and a referral process to
outside authorities.
The program would be open to

all HSU registered students.

Participate in community

Headley wants to give input to

the other areas of the program,
but wants only the medical needs
of the proposal mei through the
Health Center.
Medical
needs __ include
lab

work

and

“crisis intervention.’’ Health
Center personnel could also fulfill
the education function of the
program.
Headley

is

also

concerned

about the ‘‘peer counseling”’
aspect of the proposal, which
suggests student volunteers be
trained to lead group and one-toone discussions, to provide in-

through his ‘experience with
students through counseling,
encounter groups and general

pregnancy and to give referrals.
He says the peer counseling as
it is set up is “risky” and could

of birth control

and

the legal

aspects of abortion is important,
Simmons stresses ‘‘maintenance
counseling’? as the main emphasis of the program.
Counseling available
He
defines
maintenance

counseling using the example of a
woman who decides to have an
abortion. She may not only need

help deciding what to do about a
problem pregnancy, but may also
need support after her abortion,
he says.

Maintenance counseling would
also apply to the individual with a
sexual identity or role problem.
Headley divides the program
into three main categories:
education in such areas as the
physiology of conception and
birth control, rap sessions on
sexuality
and
‘‘crisis_
intervention” (medical diagnosis

formation about birth control and

lead to “the blind leading the
blind.”
Simmons agrees with Headley
that the peer counseling training
as it is proposed is not comprehensive enough.
These are problems that can be
solved by further work on the
proposal. As far as space is
concerened, the Women’s Center
has a room set aside specifically
for psychological and health

counseling.
Simmons says idealistically the
program could be worked out this

quarter with intensive training of
volunteers winter quarter and a
trial period spring quarter.
Understand sexuality
The program will be approved
and put into practice only if
students respond and show their
need for such
a program.
Learning preventative health
care,
avoiding
unwanted
pregnancies, relating to your

sexual

partner

better

and

un-

of pregnancy, for example, when
a woman comes to the Health

derstanding

Center with another complaint
like depression).
Although he is enthusiastic
about the program, Headley
doesn’t see ‘how all these needs

reach.
“Its chances of survival will be
largely determined by feedback
presented to the Health Center
(especially to Dr. Headley),”
Simmons says. Responses may
also be made to Simmons, to the
proposed Advisory Board of the
program or to this reporter.
Advisory
Board
members
include
Andrew
J. Karoly,
psychology professor; Barbara
J. Wallace, Counseling Center

can be met through the same
vehicle,” meaning the Health
Center.

Health Director responsible
The proposal names the Health

Center director as responsible for
the program. Headley is against
this because the Health Center
doesn’t have expertise in some of
the areas and there is a space
problem, he says.

are areas

director;

your

own

sexuality

this program

Eleanor

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 1

Dr H. Edward Simmons, dean
of students, says he has perceived a need for this program

interaction.”
Although he feels access to
information about the mechanics

would

Ferguson,

nursing professor, and Victor B.

by Michael Matthews
Chairperson for Community Affairs Committee

The school year has begun again, and I am amazed
at the tremendous number of students now attending
Humboldt State University.
Over the past ten years the student population has
more than tripled--today there are more than 7,500 students. All have come to the North Coast for varying
reasons, the overwhelming one being a desire to esca
from the disagreeable situation which exists in the

major urban areas in California--crowding, air pollu-

tion, noise, lack of open spaces, etc.
Unfortunately, many students spend four years in
blissful disattachment up on the hill, without real con-

mail order catalog. Enclose

$1.00

,

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Editor's

note:

Students
may be suspended
xpelled
for buying term
research material
urse work.

papers’

cern for the Humboldt County community. This situation has helped create polarization between the student

community and the community at large (one and the
same as far asI am concerned). This could be alleviated
with a little sensitivity and responsibility on the part
of all community members as well as students.
, What is important for students is to become aware
that we have a tremendous impact upon the social, political, economic and environmental fabric of the surrounding community. Our numbers produce a need for
greater housing, which is, inevitably, constructed on
prime open space lands.
Our numbers, at the same time, significantly contribute to the political make-up of the community, especially to the situation in Arcata. Socially, we introduce
new ideas and life arrangements-ideas which tend to
disturb many of the local residents. We obviously contribute to the economic status of the county, exchanging
our money for various goods and services. Thus, the
student sector is one of the major bright spots of an
otherwise relatively gloomy local economy.
No matter how short a time we spend here, we have
an impact and because of this we are obliged to acquire
a sense of responsibility. Americans move every four
years, on the average, so it is not peculiar to have such
a dynamic, changing population here in Humboldt
County. But because of our impact, we must educate
ourselves to the environs around us: the diverse
peoples, the rich local history and, of course, the tremendous natural resources--the river valleys, forests,
open spaces and coastal environments.

celoqneye
Simple,
straight-forward,
clossic — out of step
with today’s
throwaway Culture.
Refillable cartridge,

ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

In short, we should all participate as members of
the community (by voting, attending community
events, participating in local government), working
together with the rest of the community to make Humboldt County a better place to work and live, for the
benefit of ourselves and those who will be living here
in the future.

—
Slop
761

STH

STREET

ARCATA, CA. 9552!
PHONE (707) 822-21€1

October is country music month.

Listen to the Johnny Cash Special
on KATA radio Oct. 13 & 14.

Fairless, sociology professor.

Meetings and Announcements

Today at noon in WC103--Women’s Association meeting with Dr. Norman C. Headley, director of the Student
Health Service, present to receive questions and suggestions about women’s health needs at HSU.

Tomorrow at 3 o’clock in WE103--Student Diane

1

RESEARCH

He is also afraid the program
won't get much response if it is
identified
with
‘traditional
medicine”’ and the old image of
the Health Center.

examination,

The Perspectives page is
reserved for opinion matter from
anyone about anything. Length
may be up to 500 words (about
two typed pages, double-spaced).
a
oe
ee
not be published. Deadline
Friday before publication—for
more information, call 826-3271.

Straus, also an instructor of natural childbirth at Open
Door, will show the film, “Home Delivery of Twins.”
Friday at 10 o’clock in WC102C--Rape Rap.
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the TV studio, LA
117--Lisa O’Brien needs women of all ages to film their
faces for a promotional film for Women’s studies.
Mondays at noon in WC103--‘brown bag’’ luncheon
for faculty women.
Mondays from noon to 2 p.m. in WC102C-—older and
returning women’s group session.

THIS MONTH’S
COUNTRY
MUSIC
SPECIAL:
SHEAFFER, WORLD-WIDE, A fextronl COMPANY
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Granted coastal exemption

Bayside Holiday Inn may be built
by Arnie Braafladt

The proposed 300-room Holiday
Inn and apartment complex may

be built despite a September decision by the California Coastal
Zone Conservation Commission to

deny a permit for the project.

At a meeting last Thursday,
the
North Coast Regional Coastal
Commission granted Atopak
Development Corp. an exemption
from coastal regulations based on
a vested interests claim.
Wednesday the state-wide commission, meeting in Eureka, overruled the North Coast Commission’s decision granting exemp-

tion to other developers-Aaron C.

Funk and James S. Winston--who
plan construction of a 200-space
mobile home park on-33.5 acres
near Bayside.
Prior to approval of the Holiday
Inn exemption request, Commissioner Ward E.
Falor said, ‘‘I
would ask that we get rid of this

Minorities invited
Members of ethnic minorities
are invited to attend a meeting

with members of The Lumberjack staff to discuss grievances
and solutions today at 2 p.m. in
office, Nelson

Meeting about
sane drug laws
Humboldt

Students

for

Sane

Drug Laws, backers of the upcoming marijuana initiative, will
hold an organizational meeting
next Wednesday noon in Nelson
Hall, room 106.
The meeting is open. For more
information, call 826-3235.

Give to Indians

“If proposition 20 meant to render lands economically useless
we might as well give the country
back to the Indians,’’ Rusher
responded
‘‘We are in a position to help
protect this part of California. |
think we'd better just go slow, let
this plan develop and go from

heading for more problems on this
thing.”’ He was referring to the
decision made by the state commission last week to deny Funk
and Winston an exemption

because they had not proved they

obtained ‘‘last discretionary
approval.”
Arcata Atty. John R. Stokes,
counsel for Atopak Corp., said the
state attorney general’s office
could not tell him whether a permit was necessary.
“I moved to close the public
hearing,” Falor said.
‘‘Wait, we’ve got to hear the
opposition before we do that,”’
Commission Chairman William
Grader reminded Falor.

there,” Vinyard replied.

She requested Falor abstain
from voting on the matter
because of a ‘possible conflict of
interest.’’ Falor voted to grant a
use permit as mayor and is a longtime supporter of the project.
Rules Mayor votes

‘‘He clearly has the right to
vote,’ Chairman Grader ruled.
Ernie G. Wasson, HSU senior,
said he had not ‘‘seen a copy of
an official document from the
Army Corps ( of engineers) saying
a permit is not needed on the project.”
Commissioner
John
M.
Mayfield said, ‘‘I don’t think the
Corps would have a role in it. The
final determination may only be
made by the courts.

Opposes exemption

Opposing the exemption were
spokesmen for Northcoast Citizens for Planned Development
and the Sierra Club.
A legal opinion submitted by the
Citizens for Planned Development said, ‘expenses incurred in
obtaining a permit may not be
used to claim a vested right.”
The statement also said the
exemption should be denied
because no building permit had
been issued and ‘‘the use permit
was for a general site plan, rather
than specific.”
“Who are the North coast citizens for nondevelopment?’’ Commissioner Guy E. Rusher asked
following review of the statement.

Red Wing, Whites, Buffalo,
West Coast, Justin, Cowtown,
Acme,

|

Attention
!Record Buyers!

The development, he said, was
discussed and prezoning obtained
prior to annexation of the property to the City of Arcata. Upon
annexation they (the owners)
“immediately incurred a disadvantage (higher taxes) entitling
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Motivate

1952 Chevy P.U
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Needed Fine: clease contact at 629-2752 or mail
to Box 1) Willow Creek, 95573 Reward

Jim Sussman 822-5327

More Control
many

THOUSANDS

Send cash, check, money order
to Hollywood Discount Records
5520 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90028

Better Study Habits

CHEVY

45 CATALOGUE

LUMBERJACK

Stereo-T V

For Sale: Big male Chinese Goose $6 50
Ducks $2.50 each. 7-mo old lamb,
very friendly, good 'awn mower $45.00
Call 442-8510

invested,

OLDIES

LOST WALLET

REPAIRMAN

$900
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_On The Plaza, 774 9th St., 822-1125

‘My experience with bureaucratic government is that they will
move only when prodded by
enough people.”
Defending the project, Stokes
said the owners bought the property a long time ago. ‘‘This isn’t
a quick buck operation.”’

Cites gray areas

Santa

Plaza Shoe Shop

Prod bureaucrats

Rusher, chairman of the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors, earlier stated, ‘‘I don’t
know how we can make decisions
with all these gray areas.”’
Lucille Vinyard, spokeswoman
for the Sierra Club, said a building
permit had been “‘secured only by

Wanted.

“The burden is on the applicant
to show the facts that would entitle him to an exemption. Ihe burden would be on the applicant to
show the Corps (of engineers) is
not exercising jurisdiction.”
The basic question, he said, is
‘‘whether the Corps jurisdiction
extends to this land."’

Robert H. Connett, deputy
attorney general, said, ‘‘the
requirement of a building permit
and actual construction has been
modified."
He said, however, it would

CLASSIFIED!
Neo-Life Products
We dare you to try the best
Call 442-25¥0 evenings

Prove exemption

permit requirements.

ish

The Lumberjack
Hall basement.

Sees more problems

Commissioner Dwight May
said the commission ‘‘may be

‘‘appear there was less than a
specific plan’ submitted by
Atopak, ‘‘possibly not specific
enough to obtain a vested right.”

them toa vested right on that
point,” he continued.
Stokes said $40,000-$50,000 has
been spent on the project.
The property title, he said, is
based on an 1850 act of Congress.
“The Rivers and Harbors Act of
1899” is the basis of government

assumption.
Atopak
Development Corp. has done nothing more
thandump alittle dirt on the site,”
she stated.

thing, close the hearing and grant
the exemption.’’ Falor is also
Arcata’s mayor.

, ImportTep & anata Wines Beer
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New planner for Arcata

City appoints local environmental consultants
by Linda Fieldsted

For the first time, Arcata has hired an

independent firm to do its planning.

TerraScan, a local environmental consulting firm which was formed last April,
has been appointed Arcata's new city
planner.
During the past four years the job has
been done by the Humboldt County Planning Department and before that by the
Department of Public Works.
TerraScan is a partnership of Jim O.
Frazier, Bill J. Raffo, Sam Pennisi, Bruce
Emad and Milt Nicholas.
Local professionals

‘We are the only local firm with profes—
planners on the firm,”’ Frazier

said.

Both Raffo and Frazier have bachelor’s
degrees in urban geography and master’s
degrees in watershed management.
Raffo, named ‘‘Planner in Charge”’ by
the city of Arcata, worked one year wit
Hahn, Wise and Associates in the Bay
area, the oldest planning firm in California. He also served as planner for the city
of San Carlos.

Emad holds a bachelor’s degree in

forestry and a master's in watershed
management. Pennisi’s bachelor's
degree is in forest management and his
master's is in environmental planning
and design.
Nicholas, besides having a master's
degree in urban planning, has had five
years of planning experience in the city
of Oakland and with Gruen Associates,
a planning firm in Los Angeles. He is a
member of the American Institute of
Planners.
Pennisi is an environmental design
instructor at HSU and Frazier, Emad and
Raffo are all part-time lecturers in
watershed management.
In addition to the five partners, TerraScan employs one full-time secretary
and five part-time consultants working on
a job-to-job basis in the fields of geology,
oceanography, fisheries, biology and
range management.

TerraScan also assists in the preparation of environmental impact reports and
negative declarations.
Local clients

“The majority of our clients are local
homeowners and private companies,’
Emad said. ‘‘We can help him (the

I

private landowner ) out as far as how to
manage his land.”
The firm also gives advice on rehabilitation of land that has been altered by
fire or logging and other natural or
unnatural means, he said.
They are presently seeking planning
positions in other small cities in the area
that would require a planner on a two or
three day a week basis, Emad said.
Works full-time

lems have priority over the others. Those

decisions are up to the city council.

However, if they think a particular
problem deserves priority, they can suggest it to the council, Frazier canlaieel
Raffo, who has an office at Arcata City
Hall, said the city is moving toward the
establishment of a separate planning
department.
Gets established

TerraScan is now working full-time for
Arcata, he added, and will continue on
that basis until the end of the year. After
that the firm will be needed a minimum
of two days and a maximum of five days
a week.
Asaconsultant, TerraScan has only the
power to recommend. The partners are
under the supervision of the Department
of Public Works, but anything they do in
relation to planning must be approved by
the city council.
‘It’s a mutual give and take. We supply
the expertise,” Frazier said.

“I'm just coming into the city for the
first time and right now I am working
on getting myself established and trying
to get a procedure in,” Raffo said.
“We are beginning to work on the
space zoning ordinance,”’ he said. ‘‘This
he priority now, in response to state
aw.”
“We are seeking as much input from
citizens, including students, as we can get
into the planning process,” Frazier said.

City decides

talk to any of the partners at their office.
TerraScan is located in the Commercial

The consultants do not have the power
to make decisions concerning what needs
to be planned and what planning prob-

Accept suggestions

He added that anyone who has suggestions or questions can contact Raffo or
Building on the corner of Fourth and ‘E’

Streets in Eureka.

Low cost insurance
available to students
Last Thursday a
student
entered the Student Health Center
complaining of stomach pains. He
was rushed to Mad River Community Hospital for an emergency appendectomy--and it will
probably cost him $1000.
“The real tragedy is that for
$35.04 he could have been
covered,"’ said Billie R. Dean,
insurance clerk at the center. The
$35.04 policy covers single students for one year through next
September.
Student health insurance is
intended to pick up where the
health center leaves off. The most
common uses of the policy are outpatient emergency (when the
center is closed) and hospitalization.
“Only about 1000 students out of
7200 are covered, yet the policy
is the best and cheapest on the
market,” said Dean.
The policy is not new this year
but some of the services are. The
plan provides up to $500 coverage

for each accident. Last year the
limit was $50 per accident.
Coverage for x-ray-radiation
therapy for cancer patients is also
new this year.
“Last year we didn’t have it and
we had a boy with cancer. Radiation therapy can be extremely
expensive,” said Dean.
Some of the services not
covered include dental work
(other than injuries), treatment
of alcoholism or narcotism for
more than three days, and sterilization procedures.
The plan does cover physicians
services, hospital benefits, diagnostic aids (x-ray and lab work),
ambulance service and maternity
other than a routine pregnancy.
The policy costs $35.04 for a
single student, $77.04 for a student
and spouse and $120.00 for a student and family. Dean said the
financial aid office is willing to
loan money to families for this
purpose. Deadline for purchasing
the policy is Oct. 16.

Audubon tickets may be purchased
Season tickets for the Audubon
Wildlife
Film
series
are
available.
Four full-color wildlife films
will be presented Sundays at the
Eureka High School Auditorium,
with the first scheduled 7 p.m.
Oct. 28.
Tickets may also be purchased

at the door on the first night.

Family ($8) and individual ($4)
season tickets may be purchased

at the Fireplace Book Shop,
Eureka;
Northtown
Books,
Arcata; at Audubon meetings, or
by mail from Audubon, P.O. Box

1054, Eureka, Calif. 95501.
=

James
Tom Scribner played his musical saw
on campus last week. An ex-logger,

KHSU begins year's broadcast
A new radio season at KHSU,
90.5 FM
has
begun,
Don
Karshner, faculty adviser for the
station said. ‘‘We’re lining up
people now for the program,” he
said. The station will try to be on
the air for 24 hours, seven days
a week.
About ten new people, he said,
will go to San Francisco to get
their third class license, a
requirement before disc jockies
may operate legally under the
Federal Communication
Com-

mission’s auspices.

:

In a new program, Pat Chris-

tianson, the station's director of
cultural events, will report cultural activities.
The new show is to keep the
audience informed of good television specials, review motion pictures, art exhibits, plays on and
off campus and musical performances. A spot will also be given
for book reviews, Christianson
said.
Short
newscasts,
documentaries and some live-on-campus
ball games will also be added to
this year’s programming.

G. Bradley Barnes O.D.

Optometrists

a finger on his left hand as a result of
an accident in the woods.

Scribner played the violin until he lost

R. Barnes 0.D.

912 Tenth St,

Botany prof

in Arcata

* to show slides
Dr. James P. Smith, HSU
assistant botany professor, will
present a slide show at the Redwood Region Audubon Society
meeting Friday 8 p.m. in the
Eureka City Hall.
The public is invited to the
presentation,
entitled
‘‘The
Poisonous Plants of Humboldt
County and Vicinity.”’
Smith has researched vegetation
in Costa
Rica
and

parts of the United States as well
as studying
plants.

local

poisonous

UNIQUE HANDMADE ITEMS
AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY AND ARTIFACTS
‘HANDBAGS & BELTS
1610

G

Street

Arcata.Ca.95521

Ph.442-5893
319 Fifth Street

Eureka. Ca. 95501
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Director wants to enlarge staff, facilities

Students, professors help Big Brother program
by Mixe Goldsby

Anthony appears very small

and frightened as he stares at the
floor and waits for the judge. For
the second time this year.
Several months ago, he was

caught breaking windows at his
school. Now he is trying to explain
why he stole a radio from
department store.

a

His mother tells the judge she
doesn’t understand. He was never
like this before his father left.

‘‘Maybe

he

needs

a Big

Brother,’’ the judge says.
North Coast Big Brothers
(NCBB) tries to help boys who
have no father to turn to for guidance. In the program, men volunteer to work with these boys on

an individual basis. The big
brother meets his little brother
frequently and they work, play,

study or talk together.
Big

sister program

Tice Elkins, director of NCBB
and the newly formed Big Sister
program, is a native of San Diego.
He received an M.A. in social

work from Sacramento State

University.

“Big Brothers of America was
originally formed back in 1910 to
help boys who got into trouble
with the law,”’ Elkins said. “‘Now,
although we still help these boys,
we are moving into a more pre-

ventative program, helping boys

before they get into trouble.”
NCBB, founded in 1969 as an
independant non-profit organization, is patterned after the
National Big Brothers. Most
financial support comes from the
United Crusade with private contributions adding to the budget.
Part-time staff
The NCBB office is on the fourth
floor of the Commercial Building
4th and E streets, Eureka. Elkins,
two part-time secretaries and a
part-time social worker make up
the staff.
‘Insufficient funds account for
part time staff,”’ said Elkins. The
32-year-old director wants to see
NCBB join the national big
brothers in the future.
“This would give us more funding and enable us to enlarge our

“Students who stay in the area all
year are excellent.”
College professors also make
good big brothers, Elkins said.
Herschell L. Mack, HSU assistant
professor of speech communication, has been a big brother for
nearly two years.

would like to add social counseling services for children and
their families.”
Big brothers are in big demand,
Elkins said. Some boys have their
names on a list for a year before
they receive a big brother.
One little sister
Elkins noted that the opposite
problem exists in the Big Sisters
program. While over 30 women

Feeling of helping

“It provides me with a feeling
of helping someone in the community,” Mack said. *‘The experience has also taught me a lot
about myself.”’
Mack describes his 15-year-old
little brother as ‘‘very active.”
Activities the two frequently
share include basketball and fish-

ave volunteered, only one little

sister has been found.
“It seems that women are much
more willing to volunteer their
time than men,” Elkins said.
Any male volunteer at least 21
years old, may become a big
brother. A little brother may be
a boy, age 7 to 18, who has no
father. Both big brother and the
-little brother applicants are inter-

ing.

When Mack joined the NCBB,
he requested an older boy. ‘‘I
wanted to avoid-conflicts between
my little brother and my children,
aboy 5 anda girl 2,”’ he explained.
‘I don’t exert pressure on him
to do this or do that,”’ said Mack.
“IT just give him guidance when
he asks for it.”
For information about big
brothers, or sisters, call 443-9161
or contact YES on the HSU campus.

viewed by social workers.

‘“‘We want to make a pair that
is satisfactory to each of the mem-

bers and their families,” Elkins
said. ‘“‘We look for similar interests
and
compatable
_personalities.’’
When the interviewers find a

suitable pair, each is described to
the other. If both accept, an
introduction is arranged.
Sometimes fails
Sometimes, despite the precau-

tions, the screening procedure
fails. ‘Some men volunteers say

Cartoonist to speak
Al Vermeer,

creator of the

comic strip ‘‘Priscilla’s Pop,”’

all of the right things at the interview and then really blow it when
they meet the boy,” Elkins said.
‘‘Most of these kids have lost
someone before and we don’t like
to arrange them to lose someone
else.
“One kid told us to go fly a kite
after two big brothers in a row left
him,” he said. ‘‘Neither was his
fault.”
The big and little brother should
spend time together, Elkins said.
A minimum of four hours a week
for at least a year is recommended to establish a good rela-

will speak at noon tomorrow in the
multipurpose room of the University Center.

‘Students make great big
brothers, until school is out and
they have to leave,’’ Elkins said.

Tropical Fish and Birds

Vermeer’s

appearance,

spon-

sored by the HSU Press Club, is
free and open to the public.
Vermeer,
a resident
of

The purpose of North Coast

Big

Brothers

is to try to

help boys who have no father to turn to for guidance,

said its director Tyce Elkins.

BARGAIN

ae
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Shelving Materials
11¥2 x % particle bd. 12° ft.
15” doors $1.50 ea.
8x8 concrete blocks 30° ea.
8x16 concrete blocks 45* ea.

OPEN 7 Days a Week
40 So. G St. Arcata

822-4686

8-5:30; 10-4 Sunday

Trinidad, is a former newsman- =:
turned-cartoonist. His strip 3
appears daily in newspapers ::

throughout the country, including =:
the Humboldt Times-Standard.

EXOTIC PET SHOP
Iguanas, Boas,

tionship.

COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA
$50 or $75 or $100777
VICKERS INSURANCE
“Preferred Treatment for C ollege Students”
Saves You Real Money

Compare our documented files.

621 F St. Eureka

For example:

21 yr. old single mole

Voy

OUR POLICY No. A239966

OTHER LEADING COMPANY

staff and facilities,” he said. “I

Speech cancelled

$102

ined.

Luke McKissack, attorney for
the American Indian Movement,

will

not

speak

tonight

$10

$15,000-30,000 bodily injury liability

$130

$5,000 prop. damage fiability

$86

$1,000 medical payments

$28

as

scheduled.
The University Program Board

$6

(UPB) had contract problems
with the speaker’s booking agent,
Milton J. Phegley, UPB chair-

om

man said last week.
Phegley said Russell Means,
Wounded Knee leader, was to
accompany McKissack, but the

contract from the agency stated

SELF DEFENSE

THRU

DYNAMIC

$15,000-30,000 uninsured motorist

$14

sn

YOGA
please call to see if you qualify as to No. of units, driving record etc.

822-2908

1251 9th st. ARCATA

VICKERS INSURANCE

Means ‘might’? accompany the
attorney.
Phegley said he didn’t want to

spend $1,500 for a speaker and an
unidentified Indian leader.
He also said the agency contracted with two other schools, so
McKissack and Means could not
be here together.

HAT

STRAW
offers YOU

come

a

10% DISCOUNT

with ASB card
BREWING SUPPLIES
? PES PAPERS G00KS

COMIX
FO

ADS WATERBEDS
ERY INCENSE BELLS

Uniontown Square

watch

1973

the

PLAYOFF
auanel

on any size,
any combination

PIZZA PALACE

pizza

WORLD

SERIES

games in color
Areata
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Equinox School plans move to new building
by Geoffrey de Valois

Equinox School, forced from its building last year by the Arcata freeway project, has found a new home. The students,
teachers, parents and friends of the
—
community are building it.
acre on Union street was donated
ee
a Dolson Wayne, who hopes ‘‘the
ficials and citizens of Arcata will open
their minds and hearts, let the sun shine
in, recognize the need...to constantly

ceiling structure is being built in a semix

and goats, ducks, and geese wandering

circle around an open courtyard play

around.

area. At each
end of the building is a large
hexagonal room with natural lighting

Teachers Collins and Ann May have a

group of 8 to 11-year-olds, and are studying local transportation problems and
possibilities. Included are field trips to
see planes, trains and discussions with a

achieved by a dozen opaque skylights.
at teen Os —— was for constructes,
but this concept was dropped
because of state building codes, yet the
nearly completed school still retains the

driver.
E
The oldest group, up to 13 years, are

feeling of open space associated with a

explore new horizons, especially in educa-

doing individual and group study with
teacher Larry Fine. They study local his-

Separates areas

tion.’’

According to teacher and co-founder
Olga Collins, Equinox received the land
because of the a.
the school
encountered in finding a new building
after having to leave the site on D Street.
Residents hostile
The school tried to obtain permission
touse a church in Arcata’s Sunset district,
but local residents were hostile to the
idea, some not
long-haired hippie
kids in the area, Collins
said.
Designed by Equinox parent Greg
Miller and foreman Kit Owens, the high

tory, and field trips play a large part in
the program.

There is a progression from ‘‘noisy”’
rooms, such as arts and crafts, music and
a rainy day play room, to ‘‘quiet”’ rooms

Velunteers help

like the library, office and academic clas-

sroom. In
with the remaining
rooms are six glass-enclosed window
alcoves where children may sit and watch
the woods, horses and cows.
Until
the building is finished this month,
the school has divided into several groups
which meet at Arcata homes.
The children, aged
5 to 7, are holding

Equinox relies on volunteers to work
with the students, providing general as
well as specialized

uster College students make good volunteers. They're going
a lot of the

are, in the same kind
same chanweges
of planning sessions.”
Collins said most of the schoel’s children come from a ‘‘counter-culture’’
fas
but some are from local

families who have had bad experiences
with the public school system.

This is Equinox’s fourth year and they
have ‘‘graduated”’ two students
who are
now attending public school in Arcata.
sly bans tris
Gear Oa
tobe
in
new school in time
ir Malioeeen

instruction and

VYoluricers senght

resources.
According to Collins, many of the volunteers are
parents with children in the
school,while others are from the community or are HSU students.

The
YES.
a-Grandparent program is
expa
into private
homes this

lots of testing going on,”’ Collins said. ‘‘C1-

needed to help.
A meeting to organize this
year’s program will be held
tonight at 7 in House 57.

year. Volunteers with cars are

“The kids can be hard on volunteers,

class with teacher Jeri Resler at a

parent’s house with a barn in the back

Dorms set goals
A policy allowing 21 year olds
to drink not only in their rooms

ing lot. With the influx of 208 more
students from the new Cypress

but in lounges, halls and
bathrooms was a goal set by this

dorm complex, car space is
almost non-existent.
IRC members also plan to

year’s Inter-hall Residence Coun-

cil (IRC), at its first meeting.
“It would mean a redefinition
of the term
living group,”
said Joe

initiate a one-meal plan so students can cook some of their own
meals.

C. Risser, residential programs
assistant. ‘‘It can be done this

Now, all dorm residents are on
a mandatory three-meal plan.

year with student participation.”

IRC is the organization that
serves as the students’ voice to the
Housing Office.

IRC President Margie V.
Raniere appeared excited by the
interest shown in IRC this year.
About 70 people attended the
first meeting while the response
last year would ‘‘make you cry,”
she said.

A problem IRC hopes to solve
this year is the parking problem
in the Jolly Giant Complex parkCALIFORNIA
MUMBOLOT

STATE
STATE

UNIVERSITY,
UNIVERSITY

HUMBOLDT

FOUNDATION

(Legut Name of Organezatwn)
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Volunteer workers donate their time to help build a

—e

new Equinox school building on Union Street, Arcata.
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The planned completion date for the semi-circle | {2%
Tote! Current

shaped
building is the end of the month.
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Counselor says students should think about draft
out of school, but concern over
induction into military service.

Today the fear of being drafted
is not as evident on campus, but
it should be, accordingto
ary Blatnick, a draft counselor
at the Open Door Clinic in Arcata.
Although
there are no plans for
a military draft this year,

men are still highly

young

le to

the draft if there is one.
When Secretary
of Defense Melvin Laird announced
the end of the
draft Jan. 27, 1973, and the volunteer army came into existence,

the possibility of being drafted
did
not end.

Eighty or cent of all young
men are classified 1-H, not cur-

rently subject to processing for
induction, —"
to Blatnick.
In an emergency,
however, 1-H
would be reclassified 1-A and

would be the next group subject

to the draft with little chance of

Draft possible

In an emergency, President
Nixon could call for a draft and
within 30 days college students
and young men aged 19 to 26 could

deferment.
The most draft-susceptible
would

be 19-year-olds with

ran-

dom sequence numbers (RSN or
lottery numbers) of 100 or less.

Young
men 20 and older are least
likely to be inducted.
Plan ahead

“Never anticipate the draft forgetting about you,” Blatnick said.
With a 1-H draft classification,
Blatnick thinks it is best to file for

any
of deferment a student
feels he may obtain. He also said
students with draft problems
should consult a draft counselor
bee is familiar with induction
jaws.

receives grant
The

Women’s

Center

has

received a $250 federal grant for
the employment of a female veteran student.
The job will consistof 100 hours
of secretarial and research work

to be completed during the school
year at $2.50 an hour.
For more information contact

Kathy Marshall, Coordinator of
Women’s Studies, at 826-4925 or
Luke Petriccione, Director of the

HSU Veteran’s Organization, at
826-4971.

t

There you are, a $9.95 bill
and $1.38 in your pocket. The

merchant eyes you suspiciously:
uh-oh, another no-cash kid.

You smile to yourself as you

whip out a Bank of America

College Plan check (only $1 a

month, the summer is free, and

all the checks you can write!).

He hesitates, he still doesn’t

know you. So you reach in your

pocket and pull out your ace—
your BankAmericard®
The merchant relaxes,
Thank you sir, come again.
Your credit’s established,
thanks to BankAmericard and
College Plan Checking—
welcome company just about
everywhere. And theyre just two
of the six College Plan services
available to students.
ests ee

Be known

by the company
KOF AMERICA oy
College Plan Available Only At:
Arcata Office, 697 - 8th Street
McKinleyville Office, 2000 Central Avenue

wr

Two years ago the
principal
worry of most male ollegs students was not the fear of flunking:

be inducted into the armed forces.

Women's Center
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Mobile home park exemption
refused by State commission

ee

At its Eureka meeting last Wednesday, the State commission
overruled the regional commission’s earlier decision to allow
construction of a 200-space mobile
home park on 33.5 acres.
Acting on an appeal of the
regional commission’s decision
filed by the Sierra Club, Audubon
Society and other organizations,
the commission voted 8-4 to deny
a “‘vested rights’”’ exemption.
Exemptions are granted only if
substantial expenditures had
been made by the developer prior
to Nov. 8, 1972--the effective date
of coastal regulations--and if
developers had obtained necessary permits.
Corps permit not obtained

Joseph E. Bodovitz, executive
director of the state commission,
recommended denial of the
exemption because ‘‘last discretionary approval’’<a permit
from
the Army
Corps
of
Engineers@had
not
been
obtained.
Funk, a Newport Beach
developer,
argued he had
obtained the necessary approval.
“The first indication we might
have to have a permit from the
corps came to me in April 1973,”
he said.
The corps, he said, did not say
a permit was necessary but said
if certain conditions exist ‘‘then
you have to have a permit.”
Funk said he telephoned the
corps prior to the commission
meeting to ask if a permit was
necessary but was told ‘‘no one
can tell you. We have not surveyed the area.”
Funk listed buildings in the area
that were erected without corps
permits.
No jurisdiction

“In effect, it wasn’t a thing I
thought I would need,”’ he said,
adding ‘‘there is nothing in the
title record that indicates they
(the corps) have any jurisdiction
over it.”
He noted the area has been
‘farm land for 100 years’’ and was
salt marsh long ago.
Commissioner James A. Hayes
sided with Funk. ‘‘I think,
frankly, all of this is pulling at
straws. This is, in effect, dried up
area. I think we’re stretching the
point to deny the exemption.”’
Lawyers
from the state
attorney general’s office, however, differed with Funk. They
believe the corps of engineers will
probably exercise jurisdiction in
the area by requiring the permit.

after the appeal, Funk said.
In an interview following the
vote, Funk said, ‘I don’t know
what tact I’m going to take next.”’
Commission staff indicated the
matter may be reconsidered.

Senior citizens start
volunteer organization
Senior citizens in Humboldt and
Del Norte counties have an opportunity to participate in volunteer
programs after retirement.
According to Andy Van Groll,
director of Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP), the
purpose of the largely federallyfunded organization is ‘‘to offer
retired seniors a recognized role
in their community and a meaningful life in retirement.”
Many non-profit organizations
in both counties could benefit with
the extra help these volunteers
would provide, Van Groll said.
He is making contact with
agencies and schools in an effort
to create positions for retired volunteers.
Help possibilities

Possible openings include the
Open Door Clinic, Neighborhood
Center, Northcoast Environmental Center,
McKinleyville
Elementary School, Cypress
Avenue School and convalescent
hospitals in the area.
Volunteers must be at least 60
years old. The volunteer and the
agency he helps agree on the
number of hours he will work.
‘‘Hopefully 150 volunteers will
be working under RSVP by this

June,”’ Van Groll said. He said
there is an opening for someone

i ebpmihhae.e,toet
efatet tata ta Mette meen asan Raa

Were In A New Building:

to edit a newsletter and a public

%

relations position within the
RSVP.
The project is partially funded
by the federal ACTION program
which also includes VISTA and
the Peace Corps. Approximately
$5,000 of the $46,000 grant was
provided by the HSU Foundation.
Local funding |
Both the federal grant and ‘‘inkind’’ contribution from the
foundation will be gradually
replaced by local funding, Van
Groll said.
He said volunteers are needed
for the program, and that he
would like to speak to church
groups, service organizations or
individuals about RSVP to generate interest.
“The idea behind RSVP is that
no retired person should be prevented from volunteering his or
her service and skills,” Van Groll
said.
‘‘We want to talk with the
retired senior about where he
would like to work and what he
would like to do. This program
was set up with him in mind,”’ Van
Groll said.

with comfortable
fireplace atmosphere

Open 'til 11 Weeknites
#3009959.
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If a person’s monthly income is
below $185 and he does not own
real estate valued at more than
$1,500, he is eligible for food
stamps.

Toreceive stamps, an applicant
must go to the food stamp office,
211 5th St., Eureka. After showing
identification to prove residency,
an applicant completes a form
which asks questions about
monthly income and living
expenses.
After that, a case worker is

STAN

NORTHTOWN

We

for living expenses pays about $10
for $38 worth of food stamps. But
each case is different.
Four types of persons meet
nationwide eligibility standards:
ONE: A mother with small children who is unable to work.
TWO: Disabled person.
THREE: Student carrying
more than six units.
FOUR: Employed persons
earning less than $200 a month.
Unemployed persons must register with the Department of
Human Resources Development
if they are between the ages of 18
and 65 and physically able to
work.

KRUPKA
COMMISSIONE

SO

NEXT WEEK
ALL BURRITOS--30:

regular--35°

.

Ancient Age Whiskey
Hiram

question. The burden of proof is
clearly on the developer. It is not
our job but the developer’s job.”’

3rd DISTRICT

Funk also contended the appeal

ONE: There was, he says, no
verbal or written objection given
to the regional commission on the
day it granted the exemption.

We care enough to listen where it countsto you the people.
We're asking YOU for YOUR voice
and YOUR

VOTE,

STUDENT.
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On Liquors and Wines

Commissioner Robert H. Men-

delsohn agreed. ‘This is a legal

of the regional commission's
sion was invalid because:

were out of Burritos for 2 weeks.

earns $100 a month and spends $65

HARBOR

deci-

ARCATA

assigned. Usually HSU students
are referred to the north Arcata
food stamp office, House 57 on
campus.
Food stamps are purchased at
the post office. A student who

FOR

Legal question

.
2
°,

ip ere rererete rete e rere n ele ececes ere
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Food stamps lower costs
An alternative for low income
persons exists to combat the high
cost of food.
Nearly 1,000 HSU students andthousands of other persons inHumboldt County receive food
stamps, according to the county
welfare department, the agency
that administers the program.
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Eureka
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refused last week to grant an

exemption to developers Aaron C.
Funk and James S. Winston that
would permit construction of a
mobile home park near the junction of Bayside cutoff and Old
Arcata Road.

TWO: Section 13812 of commission regulations states the staff
must make recommendations to
the state commission within 30
days of the appeal. The recommendation was made 34 davs

SN

by Arnie Braafladt

The California Coastal Zone
Conservation
Commission
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More on Mazda dealership

¢Continued
from front page)
the area of his Mazda
dealership
=
has been complete since

Gary W. Monroe of DFG

to the problem.”

C.R. Janssen, Eureka attorney

said

who represents the Harper Co.,
told the board of supervisors that

the loss of almost seven acres of
marshland habitat was the reason

The California Department of

in light of the different recom-

DFG decided not to recommend

mendations

the permit without other action
from Harper Co.
The other action from Harper

Fish and Game (DFG) has also
recommended
the
Mazda

dealership’s fill either be
removed or arrangements made
for a wildlife aor
—
to both

tion is an overly dramatic solution

obtained from DFG was also cited
in the letter.

1 for the permitto grade and fill

:

Mitigation for wildlife ha
drawn fire from wildlife professors at HSU and the Humboldt

chapter of the Wildlife Society, a
professional organization of wil-

also had ‘‘no comment”’ when
asked about the permit. Grant

dlife managers. Monroe said the
loss of bird habitat in Humboldt

ledge of the details of the case.”

Bay is of international import
because many birds involved are
covered in migratory bird

cited the situations ‘‘pending
legal status and a lack of know-

agen-

cies; The Environmental

Protec-

(State
Resources
Agency)-removal or mitigation,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife (U.S. Dept of Interior)
removal of structure and fill,
Humboldt
Co.
Board
of
Supervisors--‘‘full support’’ of
BSFW but seems headed for a
change of mind toward mitigation, City of Eureka--‘‘no objection at this time.”
An unofficial score indicates
three to two for removal.
However, none of these recommendations are binding and the

site’s former capacity.

Voice opinions

mented on by the following

tion Agency—no objection,
Department of Fish and Game

the area and making
improveWhen contacted last week
ments until its wildlife-carrying
Harper said that he could not comcapacity was equal to the original
ment on the situation because of
legal questions. However, Harper . land plus the Mazda dealership

was quoted on Sept. 26 by a local
newspaper as saying he would
fight the recommendation
“‘all the
way to the Supreme Court if
necessary.”
Mimi Grant of the Mazda
Corp.’s public affairs department

several

‘Engineers dssigd | grants or
refuses the permit.
No one knows
when that will be.

tion was, at best, confused.
So far the permit
has been com-

mitigation involves Harper
acquiring another piece of land in

BS

the

Corps of Engineers.
. The status of Mid City Mazda
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The Harper-Mazda controversy
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May change opinion

The Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors originally ‘‘was in
full support of the comments and

recommendations
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Brudney pointed out that the
construction of the fill was illegal

because of a federal law that pro-

hibits the filling or excavation of
any canal unless the work has
been recommended by the chief
of engineers. Extensive material
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by...BSFW,’’ (removal of the
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In a discussion at the Board of
Supervisors’ meeting last week,
the board seemed more interested
in the possibility of mitigation
than in removal of the structure
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granting a permit for fill.
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has historically provided habitat
for egrets, killdeer, clapper, rail
snipe and sandpiper. Monroe said

is result of a letter from an HSU
graduate now employed by the
library.
Stephen Brudney, a clerical
assistant doing alternate service
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